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an introduction
to some ancient
American artists

ROLAND DICKEY

The Potters of the Mimbres Valley
ONLY THEIR PONES AND THE WORK OF THEIR HANDS ARE LEFT TO TELL US

.

HOW THE ANCIENT INDIANS OF THE MIMBRES VALLEY LIVED. WE DO NOT

.

KNOW WHAT TIlESE PEOPLE CALLED THEMSELVES -

NOT EVEN THE NAME

OF THEIR LANGUAGE. WHAT BECAME OF THEM OR THEIR DESCENDANTS,
AND INDEED IF ANY OF THEIR BLOOD SURVIVED THE EIGHT HUNDRED YEARS
THAT HAVE PASSED SINCE THE MIMBRES CIVll.IZATION DECLINED, WE CAN
ONLY GUESS.

The potters of the Mimbres Valley in Southwestern New Mexico
watched life around them attentively and recorded it with shrewdness
and humor. From sketches on their pottery we know that the Mimbrenos admired flowers, were plagued by insects, hunted deer and
antelope with bow and arrow, fought bearsand mountain lions, caught
fish in traps, and snared the birds ~ho stol.e their corn. We surmise
that they were a religious people with a rich community life. They
danced, wore headdresses and fringed sashes, ornamented their hair
and ears, painted their faces like masks, and carried hooked ceremonial
wands which perhaps were symbols of the ancient throwing stick.
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The drawings stimulate us to believe that they had myths and
stories and dreams, and that besides depicting realities, they speculated
on the life around them. Two bowls have been -found, for instance,
depicting sacrificial decapitation, and we can only guess whether this
act was really practiced or was merely mythological. The Hopi artist,
Fred Kabotie, in his Designs from the· Ancient Mimbreiios, observes
that "The painted design over the eyes shows the slayer and the slain
to be of the same tribe. The headdress of the slayer and his seat position
show the occasion to be a formal one." He notes at Zuni and Hopi 4~a
certain class of Kachinas who by their potent power to make rain
required a human sacrifice."
_
Many 44composite" forms were drawn on Mimbres pots - blends of
men and animals, a rabbit with a snake's body, a turkey With crane's
neck, deer's head, fish's tail. These, Kabotie offers, are symbols of
clanship insignias. But the Hopi artist finds the whimsical treatment of
priests and chiefs'of more serious significance:
Some of the caricatures show clearly the confused feelings of the masses
toward some sort of chaotic change in tribal thought. Illustrations of
priests or the elder leaders apparently performing ceremonial functions
reveal real disturbance. There is strong evidence that these illustrations
were deliberately meant to criticize and humiliate these priests or
leaders in their official positions.

From the designs themselves, then, we learn much of 'the Mimbres
artist's world and his attitude toward it. We share his excitement over
the white blaze of the leaping antelope, the streamlin~delightof fish
and lizard, the cuteness of bugs, the pattern of the rurtle's shell, the
comical neck of the crane, and the charming domesticity of badgers.
,,'" -These, in animated cartoon and. child's toy are part of twentieth cen'\ tury life, too - except that the Mimbreno enjoyed his animals firsthand.
We admire his progress as an artist - h}s struggle for skillful line, difficult geometric balance in space, his simple but efficacious solutions of
perspective, his efforts at realism without chiaroscuro. We sympathize
with his comic difficulties in drawing human legs, and join in his
triumph when he captures the spirit ,of bird or an animal in a
sophisticated abstraction.
From the archaeologists' reports come other facts about the Mimbres
people that their pottery designs do not reveal Their culture area is the
southwestern comer of New Mexico. To visualize the area of Mimbres
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influence, draw a lopsided circle some sixty miles in diameter, with
Lordsburg, New Mexico, as its center, extending south to just below
the Mexican border, west nearly to Stafford, Arizona, north of Silver
City into the Pinos Altos Range, and east beyond Deming to the
Mimbres Mountains. But the heart of the culture is in the valley of
the Mimbres River, at the northeastern periphery of this circle. The
Mimbres River, often dry, and except at spring runoff scarcely large
enough to be called a creek, rises about thirty-five miles north and west
of Silver City, flows southward and then bends east, disappearing into
sandy mesas north of Deming.
In little villages along the lVIimbres Valley, during two hundred years
which.roughly span from 950 tp 1150 A. D., there came into flower a
Pueblo civilization with the claim to,distinction that, with very little
borrowing or lending, it created some of tlie most beautiful and skilled
of American Indian pottery, its artists producing some of the most
provocative decorations in the history of cerami~.
.
From their skeletons we learn that Mimbres men were about 5 (eet,
6 inches tall, and the women, 3 or 4 inches shorter. They built simple
houses, at first modified pit-houses, and later crude one-story aboveground pueblo structures of stone and mud, roofed with timbers and
brush. They seem to have been a peaceful people, for there is little
evidence of death by viole9ce, and few warlike weapons were found
among their effects. They made stone hoes, hammers, and axes, chipped
points and drills, and carved needles and awls of bone. They cultivated
com, and used stone metates and mortars for grinding. The dog was
doniesticated by them, and they picture it with hunters. Charred bones
show that the Mimbrenos ate the flesh of rabbi4 deer and antelope.
Although drawings of fish and turkey are among the most frequent in
'Mimbres pottery, we do not have proof that they ate either, and it is
quite possible that these were taboo as food.
They traded for shells from the Pacific Coast, mined,turquoise locally; and made bracelets, beads, rings, and pendants. They carved
fetishes and ornaments from various materials.
,
To sum up, the Mimbrenos were characteristically a Pueblo people,
and their culture appears to have heen generally similar to that of other
Pueblo peoples who inhabited the Southwest a thousand years ago.
The basic techniques of pottery, and some of the common design'
motifs""': black' paint on white ground, stripes and crosshatchings,
checkerboards, whirling forms, and the so-called Greek key - were a
part of their Pueblo heritage.
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But the Mimbres artists brought to the art of decorating pottery a
grace, skill, imagination, and variety which makes their work coveted
by museums and collectors throughout the world.
The very large number of Mimbres bowls which have been found
intact, or virtually intact, is a fortunate factor in studying these ceramics. The Mimbres custom of burying pottery with the dead accounts
to a considerable extent for the preservation of their pottery. In a large
percentage of cases the bowls were sacrificed, that is, ceremonially
"killed" by being pierced with a ho'e at the bottom of the pot. Usually
a bowl was inverted over the head of the corpse, and a hole an inch or
so in diameter made by striking the bowl sharply with a stone, although
occasionally a drill was used. The fact that the ware was coiled aided
in making a neat aperture without smashing the pot. Pieces often are
found with skulls, proving that the ceremony was performed in situ.
In addition, a large number of complete bowls have been recovered
from graves and the floors of the ruins. Burials were made both under
the floors of the dwelling rooms and outside of the houses.
In descriptive literature, the Mimbres potter generally is referred to
as "she" in conformity with the Pueblo custom that women make pottery. However, it is not uncommon today for men to decorate pottery,
and to serve as graphic artists, especially in ceremonial connections.
We do not know, therefore, whether Mimbres pots were decorated by
men or women, or by both, although it seems very probable that it was
done primarily by women.
,
The Mimbres potters used clays readily avl:lilable in the area, tempered them properly, and kneaded the clay painstakingly before shaping
_a bowl. The potter's wheel and the kiln were unknown - and are not
used by Pueblo potters eyen today. Most pots were constructed by
coiling flc:lt ropes of moist clay into the shape desired, pressing and
smoothing these together until the coils became almost imperceptible.
Like modem Pueblo potters, their skill in producing symmetrically
rounded shapes by hand modeling was very great. The underclay
(which fired grey) was .smoothed and polished, and covered with a
heavy clay slip which gave the artist an'ggshell white ground on which
to paint in black. Designs were brushed on with a liquid which ordinarily fired black, but at a higher temperature turned to red. The most
famous Mimbres pots are black or red on white, but a polychrome
ware, with solid areas of buff or yellowish tone, also was made.
The ':food bowl" was the shape most frequently decorated and rpost
often found as a funeral offering. This was a round shallow vessel with
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a smooth rim, generally about one-fourth or one-third of a perfect
sphere. The average diameter was around 9 or 10 inches, the depth 3
inches or more. There was no endeavor to standardize sizes: and some
bowls were as large as IS inches. The thickness ranged from 3/16 to
about half an inch, and the pottery was characteristically thin 1md hard.
Lacking the techniques of high firing and true glazes, Mimbres pottery,
like all Pueblo pottery, is somewhat porous. Food bowls were almost
always decorated on the inside, although occasionally the outside also
was painted.
.
Besides the famous painted food bowls, Mimbres potters manufactured several other shapes and types of ware, including a sturdy black
cooking pot in which the clay coils often were left showing on tIw
exterior and worked into various handsome textural patterns.
The skill of the brushwork and the accuracy in placing complex
forms were highly developed. Bands of parallel lines frequently were
drawn to frame pot rims. Nesbitt mentions a bowl with twenty-seven
encircling lines in a band less than two inches wide, and Mrs. Cosgrove
records a bowl in which "IS accurately spaced parallel hair lines were
used to make up a ribbon 11 / 16 of an inch wide." One of the most
sophisticated developments is the use of "negative" drawing in which
the design appears to be made in white on a black ground. Aside from
difficult and effective uses in geometric designs, negative drawing was
employed to suggest the transparent wings of Insects, and even to
create optical illusions.
The variations in design, though falling within reasonable limitations, is remarkable. At the Swarts Ruin, the Cosgroves nqted "In the
741 pieces illustrated . . . no repetitions in decoration were found,"
although in three instances bowls were markedly similar. Despite the
repetition of certain themes, such as the "whirlwind," common divisions of bowls into even or odd numbers of equal or repetitive motifs,
the dozens of versions of the·same animal, bird, or fish, any Mimbres
bowl is instantly recognizable by its indiVIduality. The Mimbres artist
seemed to abhor the creative vacuum.
Every archaeologist who .had an opportunity to examine Mimbres
pottery in quantity seems to have been impressed.
In the judgment of J. Walter Fewkes, the first professional worker
to appreciate it and bring it to the attention of the sci~ntific world,
"no Southwestern pottery, ancient or modern, surpasses that of the
Mimbres, and its naturalistic figures are unexcelled in any pottery from
prehistoric North America."
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Paul H. Nesbitt, who excavated the Mattocks Ruin for Logan Museum, wrote: "Considering all aspects of the Mimbres culture the
realistic pottery forms the most outstanding characteristic. The houses
and stone implements of the Mimbrenos were the simplest, yet for
keenness of observation in observing animal and bird life and in the
ingenuity of producing these by means of paint on pottery, the Mimbrenos were the most unique of all Southwest potters. As for the d~igns
on geometric .bowls, one almost becomes lost in admiration of their
variety and beauty."
In his introduction to the Cosgroves' report on the Swarts Ruin,
Alfred Vincent Kidder declarid: "No ware in the Southwest"-can approach that of the Mimbres eiilier in technical perfection of brushwork,
or in the variety, freedom, and sheer boldness of its decorative conception. It is amazing stuff. By all theoretical rights it should have been
the culmination of a long growth; it should have been produced in one
of the great centres of Pueblo development. . . . But here in the
Mimbres it springs, apparently, from nothing; its makers achieved little
else of consequence, either practical or artistic."
And Dr. Kidder speculates on this phenomenon:
All in all, it seems to me that we must attribute this extraordinary
efHorescence to the inBuence of a single potter, whose work was s~ outstanding that during her lifetime she was able to overcome the conservatism of her contemporaries and to fo~nd a school of brilliant
decorators. I can account for the observed phenomena in no other way.
Mimbres has to me an the eannarks of an abrupt and profound artistic
mutation. And how otherwise than by the creative effort of an individual can any artistic mutation be brought about?
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A PASSING SNOWBIRD ASKED
"Do you want
a shape like snowBakes,
weightless symmetry,
each Every One uncommon
commonplace,
yet undriven,
uncompounded
into the wet compact
of the massy
cold and solid lump?"
"Wedo,oh
yes we dol"
purred all
unstartled pigeons,
pecking at their popcorn.
-
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